. AD research topics of 2007. LDAP results contain 15 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology. Figure S2 . AD research topics of 2008. LDAP results contain 15 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology.
. AD research topics of 2009. LDAP results contain 14 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology. Figure S4 . AD research topics of 2010. LDAP results contain 15 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology. Figure S5 . AD research topics of 2011. LDAP results contain 13 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology.
Figure S6
. AD research topics of 2012. LDAP results contain 13 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology.
Figure S7
. AD research topics of 2013. LDAP results contain 16 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology.
Figure S8
. AD research topics of 2014. LDAP results contain 14 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology. Figure S9 . AD research topics of 2015. LDAP results contain 13 clusters and each cluster is represented by 20 words. Word cloud displays different size words. The more weight given a word, the more prominent it is in AD terminology. Figure S26 . Key topics of AD in 2012. Different size of words displays the word's weight. The higher the word weight is, the bigger the word is. Figure S27 . Key topics of AD in 2013. Different size of words displays the word's weight. The higher the word weight is, the bigger the word is. Figure S28 . Key topics of AD in 2014. Different size of words displays the word's weight. The higher the word weight is, the bigger the word is. Figure S29 . Key topics of AD in 2015. Different size of words displays the word's weight. The higher the word weight is, the bigger the word is.
